
Kindergarten Music with Mrs. Crosman - 1st Semester

Your child has been having fun learning different musical concepts this 
semester.  Many songs, books, and musical games have been used to learn about 
singing voice, steady beat, and timbre. Here are some of the songs activities we 

have learned so far this year:

Farm Unit: We began the school year with songs about animals from the farm. 
Students learned to play the tambourine, maracas, cowbell, woodblock, guiro, 
and frame drum. We played games like “Hunt the Cows” and “Gallop”. Many 
books were read as well (Click Clack Moo, Little Red Hen, One Duck, Piggies).

Autumn Activities: Students reviewed how to play the instruments from earlier 
in the year with the game “Peter Peter Pumpkin Eater” while matching the 
steady beat. We read books about fall and learned a song called “Down Down 
Yellow and Brown” that we played on the bells.

Number Focus: In class, students matched the steady beat while tracking along 
with the poem “1, 2, Buckle My Shoe”. We also worked on developing body 
coordination with the movement activities Seven Jumps and That Many Parts.

Learning Stations: Students participated in learning stations where they focused 
on prior learned skills. We will continue to use stations to help develop musical 
and social skills. Some of the stations include Scarf Dance, Story Tell (students 
use props to tell a story), Instrument Play (reviewing how to play instruments), 
and Note Draw.

Winter Tunes: We listened to music from The Nutcracker, including Dance of 
the Reed Pipes and Chinese Dance. Students played bells on the steady beat to 
the song “Jingle Bells”. 

Movement: Many movement activities have been used to help students 
strengthen their coordination and to encourage awareness of space. Some of 
these include The Goldfish, Seven Jumps, Hunt the Cows, Rocketship Run, 
Gallop, and That Many Parts.
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